Sub : Police Establishment- sanctioning of Extension of working arrangement duty-Orders Issued-regarding:-


In pursuance of the DGO cited above, Sri. Pradeep Kumar T, CF 263, DHQ, TVpm City attached to PHQ, whose period of working arrangement is extended for a period of one year upto 09.08.2020 is allowed to continue at PHQ for the extended tenure of working arrangement.

The incumbent would return automatically on the expiry of working arrangement. He would not continue there without any proper order of extension. The CMT.AR.Tvpm City would start marking absent from the date of the expiry of the working arrangement date as prescribed in DGO. CMT/DCP HQ should make necessary modification in the strength module iAPS. The CMT DHQ TVPM City will ensure the repatriation of the individual.

04-12-2019
Harshita Attaluri IPS,
Additional Commissioner of Police

For Inspector General & Commissioner of Police

To : The Individual through the unit heads concerned.

Copy To : 1. The State Police Chief for information (With CL)
          2. CA to DPC TVPM City for information.
          3. Commandant, AR TVPM City for information.
          4. Sr.AA/ Manager/All JSs/All sections CPO for necessary actions.